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July 5, 2024 • STUDIO WEBCAST

Friday Morning, July 5, 2024

10:00 am
1.00 hr ethics

Let’s Chat About ChatGPT: Ethical Considerations in the Use of Generative AI (Replay)

Since the introduction of ChatGPT and other generative AI tools, lawyers around the country have been
getting into ethical hot water over their misuse of generative AI. Courts have responded with mandatory
AI disclosures and certifications by attorneys. What are your ethical obligations in using AI, and how can
you stay within the lines? Come find out in this informative and entertaining presentation!

Hon. John G. Browning, Of Counsel, The Cole Law Firm, McKinney, Texas and Distinguished Jurist in
Residence, Faulkner University School of Law - Plano, TX

11:00 am 10-Minute Break

11:10 am
1.00 hr ethics

Attorney Wellness: Speaking Up, Reaching Out (Replay)

Mental health issues are taboo discussions at the workplace, yet when attorneys consider suicide, it's
often a result of work-related stress. Explore real-world tips and information on how to spot a mental
health crisis in someone you work with, and what to do once you are aware of a problem.

Stephanie Townsend Allala, Townsend Allala, Coulter & Kludt PLLC - El Paso, TX

12:10 pm 10-Minute Break

12:20 pm
1.00 hr ethics

How to Avoid Malpractice in a Post-Pandemic Legal World (Replay)

Law practice has been forever changed by the Covid-19 pandemic with the widespread adoption of
remote work. While “work from home” has been eagerly embraced by many lawyers, it has caused an
increase in age-old ethical problems for lawyers. This course is designed to help practitioners avoid
conflicts and unintended clients, safeguard client confidentiality, maintain competence, and form better
communication habits with their clients, other attorneys and staff.

Robert L. Tobey, Johnston Tobey Baruch, P.C. - Dallas, TX

1:20 pm Presentations Conclude


